CITY OF PITT MEADOWS
ADVISORY DESIGN PANEL MEETING
To be held on Wednesday May 22, 2019 at 2:00 p.m.
in the Meadows Room
AGENDA
A.

B.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

Introduction of New Members

2.

Review of Minutes from Meeting held on March 13, 2019 (Page 1)

APPLICATIONS
1. 3060-20-2019-01-P Development Permit Application – 11739 Blakely Road –
A Best Pro Roofing Ltd. – Amendment to DP 2017-013 (Page 4)
2. 3060-20-2019-02-P Development Permit Application – 510 – 19800 Lougheed Hwy
Boston Pizza – Patio Enclosure (Page 41)

D.

OTHER ITEMS
1.

E.

George Cuff Report – Opportunity for feedback

ADJOURNMENT
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PITT MEADOWS
ADVISORY DESIGN PANEL
MINUTES of the Meeting of the Pitt Meadows Advisory Design Panel held at
2:00 p.m. on Wednesday March 13, 2019 in the Meadows Room of the Pitt
Meadows City Hall, 12007 Harris Road, Pitt Meadows, British Columbia.
PRESENT:
Committee Members:

Matthew Harburt (Chair)
Emily Kearns
Patricia Johnston
Krista Marion
Eitaro Hirota

Staff:

Dana Parr, Planner II
Colin O’Byrne, Development Services Technician

Guest:

Ron Hoffart, thinkspace architecture
Auto Canada Representatives
Shaun Smakal, Landscape, ETA Landscape Architecture

REGRETS:

Blair Birkner
Lee Lukiw

SECRETARY:

Kathy Wilkins

The meeting was called to order at 2:10 p.m.
1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

1.1. Agenda of the March 13, 2019 Committee Meeting
MOVED by E. Kearns, SECONDED by K. Marion, that the agenda for the
March 13, 2019 Committee meeting be approved.
CARRIED.
2.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1. Minutes of the October 3, 2018 Committee Meeting
MOVED by E. Kearns, SECONDED by K. Marion, that the minutes of the
October 3, 2018 Committee meeting, be adopted.
CARRIED.
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3.

2

NEW BUSINESS

3.1. 3060-20-2018-07-P Development Permit Application – 10150 Golden
Ears Way; Auto Canada VW – GM Pitt Meadows Dealerships
Mr. Hoffart presented an overview of the project.
3.2. Approval of 2019 Meeting Calendar
MOVED by P. Johnston and SECONDED by E. Hirota, that the 2019 ADP
Meeting Calendar be adopted as presented.
CARRIED.
3.3. George Cuff Report – Opportunity for Feedback
As Lisa Grant was unavailable to have a discussion with the Panel, it was
decided to defer this item to the next scheduled meeting.
CARRIED.
4.

ROUND TABLE
The Panel engaged in a round table. Items discussed included:










Landscaping plans should be revised to show irrigation;
A lighting plan should be submitted that shows the following:
o
Location of lighting
o
Types of lighting, including lighting standards and wall, mounted
lights
o
All lighting must be fully shielded. Lighting standards cannot
exceed a height of 7.3 metres in accordance with the covenant
registered on title;
Retaining wall detail for retaining walls on the western side of the
property, supporting the entrance driveway and the eastern property
line to be shown as part of the Development Permit Package;
An analysis showing the impact of shading on the residential
neighbourhood to the east;
Description of onsite storm-water management. This should include
a discussion of the use of pervious materials to encourage ground
water recharge;
Description of environmental sustainability initiatives.
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3

Recommended Development Permit Plan Revisions:





Consider adding additional planting, particularly along the eastern side
of the property;
Consider heat reflecting material for roofing;
Break up western elevation on Volkswagen dealership with different
textures or a green wall;
Consider different parking configurations for parking to increase
buffering along the eastern property line.

MOVED by E. Kearns and SECONDED by E. Hirota that the panel, subject
to receipt and review of outstanding items, support the application moving
forward to Council with a recommendation of approval of the project.
CARRIED.
5.

ADJOURNMENT
MOVED by E. Kearns and SECONDED by E. Hirota, that this meeting be
adjourned at 3:25 pm.
CARRIED.
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CITY OF PITT MEADOWS OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN

11. DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA NO. 11 - INFILL HOUSING
The area shown on Schedule 12A is designated as Development Permit Area
piu Meadows No. 11 under Sections 919.1 of the Local Government Act for the

establishment of objectives and the provision of guidelines for the form and
character of Intensive Residential Development.
/(K.)8 to ,'028

For the purposes of this Development Permit Area, Infill Housing shall be
defined as single-family development within existing residential
neighbourhoods that increase the density of that neighbourhood, including
infill single-family lots, panhandle lots, duplexes and garden suites,

Objectives
The objectives of this development permit area are:
. To create opportunities for higher density single family housing within
existing residential neighbourhoods including small lot infill, panhandle
lots, duplexes and garden suites;

. To ensure that infill housing is compatible with existing residential areas in
building massing, style, character, open space and streetscape.
General Requirements

All development applications must include a comprehensive development
design package and a statement of intent that demonstrates how the
proposed development meets the requirements outlined in the Development
Permit Guidelines. The design package should include the standard
Development Application drawings required by the City and a landscape plan,
Guidelines
Development Permits issued for this development permit area shall be in
accordance with the following guidelines.
General Siting and Housing Design
. The siting and design of infill developments should take into consideration
the privacy of neighbouring properties and their sunlight exposure;
. The design of infill development on comer lots should address the dual
frontage by giving equal architectural treatment to both elevations. These
elevations are required to have additional detailing such as bay windows,
projections, ornamentations and roof treatments;
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Massing and Proportion
Massing and building proportion of established housing should be reflected in
pin Meadows the new development. When similar massing is not possible to achieve, the

building facade should be broken into smaller elements creating an illusion of
a smaller building in scale with its neighbours, In particular, narrow lot houses
tend to be tall and thin with a vertical massing and proportion as opposed to
the existing neighbours which, in many cases, are bungalows with shallow set
basements and having a horizontal or square proportion. Using features with

horizontal elements, stepping back the second floor from the front facade and
incorporating details such as bay windows, dormers, and porches and the use
of other similar details, can reduce the visual contrast between the new
development and its neighbours. Sometimes, it may be necessary to reduce

the proposed floor area of a small lot in order to achieve a building mass more
appropriate for its setting.
Driveways and Garages
. Driveways on corner lots should be located as far as possible from the
intersection;
. Long concrete driveways and garages should not dominate the view from
the public street. Shared driveway access is encouraged where possible;
. The garage door and its immediate surround should be visually

interesting. Detailing such as recessing the doorway to create deep
shadows, providing plant recesses flanking the door or setting the garage
fagade back from the rest of the house will lessen its impact. Under an
appropriate set of circumstances, a detached garage could be used as an
element of design in resolving issues of privacy and site planning. The

garage could be placed in the rear yard to help define social spaces;

Recessed Garage Doors

Stand alone garages should be designed in the same style as the
principal building including roof slopes, building materials and colours
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. Driveways and parking spaces should form an integral part of the
landscaping. For example, a low hedge or a shrub bed between the

neighbouring property and the driveway or parking space or a vine or
pin Mradow covered trellis may define the boundary between the parking space and
site yard access to the rear;
?0d8 to 202H . A fully enclosed garage must be designed to complement the character

of the parent house;
. Garage doors should be designed to minimize the visual impact to the
street through careful detailing and sensitive design;
• Garage entrances should:

o Not occupy more than 50% of the width of the total building front;
0 Be limited to a total of two single-garage entrances facing a street;
o Be recessed a minimum 2.0 metres from the front facade of a

building;
o Not protrude beyond the front entrance of a unit,
Entrances

Entrances should be apparent and clearly visible from the street, Stairs and
walkways to an entrance should incorporate hard and soft landscaping such
as planters, walkway lighting, low hedges, sidewalls, and intermediate
landings,
Exterior Treatment
• Large expanses of uniform materials and monotonous front facades are

not permitted. New buildings should:
o Use two or three cladding materials, architectural detailing and / or
accent colours to break up large flat surfaces and monotonous
facades;
o Avoid using stucco as predominant material. Where stucco is used,

it should be visually broken into smaller elements by an articulated
facade, Stucco colour should be muted rather than temporarily bright
whites that do tend to stain and discolour quickly;
o If front porches are incorporated into the design of a house, the area
under the front porches shall be concealed with wood, lattice, stone or

other complimentary material;
o Entry features and front doors to the units should be the dominant
elements facing the street. The pedestrian entrance should be

directly accessed and clearly visible from the street
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o Residential dwellings should have entry, window or roofline design
that emphasis the house more than garage;
pitt Meadows o The side and rear elevations should incorporate architectural detailing

similar in style and feel as the front elevation. The rear elevation
should be broken up into two or more vertical planes;
o Comer lot houses should have both exposed facades treated equally
as well as any other side walls exposed to streets
Roofs
. Roofs can provide character, visual interest and variety to the appearance

of a neighbourhood, New buildings should:
0 Avoid large unbroken sloped roof areas facing the street by providing
an articulated roof and introducing secondary roof elements such as
dormers;

o Gable ends should incorporate architectural detailing and/or should
be clad in a material, such as wood or hardiplank board and batten or

shingles that differs from the predominant cladding material on the
house;
o Incorporation of character elements such as dormers, eaves brackets
and secondary roof elements over bay windows, porches, etc, are
encouraged to reduce the impact of large roof areas and to provide a
sense of scale to the house;
o Pitched roofs are encourages.

Windows
. A more articulated and visually pleasing facade can be created by skillful
treatment of windows, New developments should:
o Use projecting windows (i,e, bay windows) or recessed windows to

create an articulated fagade;
o Establish a sense of depth to flush mounted windows on the front of
the house by providing trim pieces such as 2x6s;
o Window placement should respect the privacy of adjacent properties,
Storage
. Consideration for storage of bicycles, garden tools, mowers, etc. should

be given. Storage sheds should be an integral part of the design.
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Landscaping
. New infill developments should retain mature trees where possible. Any
pitt Meadows mature tree that is removed to accommodate a new house should be re-

OCP

placed;
. In the front yard, new developments should provide soft landscaping to
delineate the public from private space;
. Within the front yards, natural hedge landscaping between houses should
be used instead of standard fencing;
. Direct connections between indoor living spaces and usable outdoor landsoaped spaces are encouraged;
. Define and screen outdoor spaces through the use of landscaping: plantings, architectural elements such as trellises, low fencing or planters; and
changes in grade or elevation;

Rainwater Retention
• Natural filtration of rainwater into the site is encouraged
• All uncovered parking areas should be constructed of permeable

materials;
. To facilitate the natural filtration of rainwater into the ground, install water
retention components by discharging rainwater runofffrom roof areas and
hard surfaces into rain gardens, rainwater collection systems, bioswales

or rock pits;
. For hard surface areas (other than roofs) where discharge to infiltration
facilities is not practical, permeable paving materials that allow rainwater
to filter into the ground should be used.
Grading
. The lot should be graded to meet elevations of adjacent existing lots. A
smooth transition from lot to lot is important. Excess soil from excavations
must be trucked off site at lot owner's expense;

. Engineering approval of a site grading plan incorporating all of the lots in
the development is required prior to the issuance of a building permit.
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Waste & Recycling
. There should be waste and recycling bins provided for each unit;
. Bins should be screened and secured within an enclosed structure that is

set back a minimum of 1.5 metres (5,0 feet) from the rear property line;
-'UOB SL) ^O:'B . Waste and recycling bins integrated into the garden suite with no interior
access may be excluded from Gross Floor Area calculations to a
maximum of 4,6 square metres (50 square feet).

Crime Prevention Through Environmental design (CEPTED)
The application of CEPTED principles for the building design, lighting,
landscaping and other elements are encouraged.

Garden Suites
The following guidelines for garden suites will be considered together with
other guidelines for this Development Permit Area:
Form and Character
. Garden suites can be in the form of a stand-alone accessory building or a

dwelling unit located above the garage;
. The height of a garden suite shall not exceed the height of the principal

building;
• If the dwelling unit is located above the garage, accessory stairs shall be
the interior of the building;
. The form and character of garden suites should respect the scale and

built form of neighbouring properties;
. Garden suite elevations should be articulated to create depth and
architectural interest;
. Design and locate windows to maximize light penetration into the garden
suite interior while mitigating overlooking into other dwelling units;
. Balconies and decks should be screened and located to provide privacy

for both the garden and to minimize overlook on to adjacent units or
properties.
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Siting
. A garden suite will be located at the back of the property;
pin Meadows . Garden suites shall be placed on the property in a way that maximizes the

OCP

amount of open space on the property;

2(i^ft i^ Jt);;R * ^e sl^ln9 should respect prominent existing trees and landscape
features;

. The privacy of adjacent neighbours should be respected by minimizing
overlook and shadowing impacts;
. Garden suites at the rear of comer lots should front the flanking street;
• The amount of shadow cast on to private open space of adjacent

properties should be minimized,
Exterior Finishes
. The exterior design of a garden suite including materials, colours and win-

dow styles should complement those of the principal house,

Primary house and Complementary Garden Suite
Source: www.hoodsurf.com

Outdoor Spaces
. The placement of garden suites should maximize usable and private out-

door space associated with both the garden suite and principal building;
. Garden suites should be no wider than 70% of the linear distance consti-

tuting the rear lot line.
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Private outdoor spaces with direct connection to habitable space should
be provided for each unit;
Pitt Meadows

OCP

2008 to ^0,}

Garden Suite with Connection to Outdoor Space
Source: www.smallworks.ca

Landscaping
. Exterior side yards on comer lots should be designed and treated as the
front yard to the garden suites using high-quality soft and hard surface
treatments. Screening and landscaping between the street and the out-

door space should be incorporated to define the transition between public
and private spaces;
Driveways
. Car access to the garden suite must be on the owner's property or via an
easement;

. Vehicle access is limited to only one driveway access per site if it does not
back onto the lane or other street;
. Vehicle access is limited to only one driveway access per lot frontage;
. Driveways shall be made of permeable materials or wheel strips. Large
concrete areas are not permitted.

Unit Identity
. Garden suites must have an individual address or a unit identity number

clearly visible from the street and illuminated at night;
. The primary entrance should be accessible directly from the street;
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. At least one unobstructed pathway, a minimum of 1.5 metres wide

between the front street and the Detached Garden Suite is required. This
1.5 metre wide unobstructed pathway must be levelled, graded and

Pitt Meadows

finished with a suitable permeable surface and be clear of any cornices,

OCP

sills, pilasters, hutches, eaves, nooks, bay windows and/or architectural

features cantilevering beyond the building face. It must be illuminated at

'UUK to

night,
Duplexes

The following guidelines will be considered together with other guidelines for
this Development Permit Area:
. On corner lots, each unit should be oriented towards the fronting street;

. Each unit must be provided with adequate private outdoor space;
. Two-storey duplex units must be constructed so that the main living area

is ground oriented;
. Side-by side duplex developments, particularly on mid-block lots, are

encouraged to break up the massing by off setting the units and by
articulating the front elevations to create visual interest;

p
Street
Preferred Duplex Design
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Roof structures that span both units in a singular, monolithic roof form are

Pltt Meadows

OCP

discouraged. The roof design should vary between the units to
emphasize unit individuality and to moderate the scale of the roof
structure;

./UUP 10 j'U.

Street
Discouraged
Duplex
Design

Street
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In predominantly single family neighbourhoods, duplex developments
should:
Pitt Meadows

OCP
2()(.iR

0 Adhere closely to the established scale of the street and take the form
of separate units rather than a single large structure;

o Create visual interest by providing variations in height and massing;
o Respect the scale and height of adjacent houses and other houses in
the nearby vicinity through sensitive design;
o Minimize the impact of its larger scale when located adjacent to lower
density residential areas by designing lower massing towards shared
property lines.

On lots with frontages on two parallel streets, a front to back duplex
configuration is encouraged with entrances to the units from each street;
Where appropriate, garages should be accessed from rear lanes or flanking streets and are encouraged to be located to the rear of the property, or

be placed to the side of the units;
Proposed duplexes with more than a total of two single-garage entrances

facing the street will be considered if the garages are divided so that no
more than two single-car garage entrances are located next to each other.

Examples of preferred duplex designs
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Pitt Meadows

OCP

Examples of discouraged duplex designs

Panhandle Lots
The following guidelines will be considered together with other guidelines for
this Development Permit Area:
. When the panhandle is used for access and the abutting property owner
requests a visual buffer, that buffer shall consist of the following:
o A minimum of five foot high sight-obscuring fence or wall; or
o landscaping will be 1,5 m (5 ft.) high and 75% sight-obscuring within
five years;
. The required parking spaces shall not be located in the panhandle portion
of the driveways.
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA EXEMPTIONS
A development permit shall not be required for:
pi!E !l_ls • Construction undertaken within the exterior walls of a principal building or

OCP structure.
•ituR u, _:•(;.:.'<'; . Renovations to the exterior of a building including repainting or refinishing
of a building, roof repair, repair or replacement of windows and doors

provided that their location is not altered;
. Site improvements such as addition of landscaping, walkways, bikeways,

and permeable paving;
. Construction or addition of not more than one building or structure with a

floor area less than 10m2 that is not visible from any road, public
recreation area or path. (Bylaw No.2432,2009)
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8. DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA NO. 8 -

SOUTH LOUGHEED COMMERCIAL

Pitt Meadows

OCP

Purpose of this Part

Xl^H ;Tt ^O.'ii ^^e area shown on Schedule 12A is designated as a Development Permit
Area No. 8 under Section 919.1 of the Local Government Act for the

establishments and objectives and the provision of guidelines for the form and
character of commercial development.

Guidelines
SECTION 1
Aesthetic Character
Fagades and Exterior Walls
• Facades should be articulated to reduce the massive scale and the

uniform impersonal appearance of large retail buildings and provide visual
interest that will be consistent with the community's identity character and
scale;

. Facades greater than 100 feet in length, measured horizontally, shall
incorporate wall plane projections or recesses having a depth of at least
3% of the length of the facade and extending at least 20% of the length of
the facade. No uninterrupted length of any facade shall exceed 100
horizontal feet;
. Ground floor facades that face public streets shall have arcades, display
windows, entry areas, awnings, or other such features along no less than

60% of their horizontal length;
Smaller Retail Stores
. The presence of smaller retail stores gives a centre a friendlier
appearance by creating variety, breaking up large expanses, and

expanding the range of activities on the site. Windows and window
displays of such stores should be used to contribute to the visual interest
of exterior facades. The standards presented in this section are directed
toward those situations where additional, smaller stores, with separate,

exterior customer entrances are located in the principal buildings;
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. Principal buildings that contain additional, separately owned stores, which
occupy less than twenty-five thousand (25,000) square feet of gross floor
area, with separate, exterior customer entrances should implement the
Pin Meadows

OCP

following:

a) the street level fagade of such stores shall be transparent between
o 20,28 the height of three feet and eight feet above the walkway grade for no
less than 60% of the horizontal length of the building facade of such
additional stores;
b) windows shall be recessed and should include visually prominent sills,
shutters or other such forms of framing.

Detail Features
. Buildings should have architectural features and patterns that provide
visual interest at the scale of the pedestrian, reduce massive aesthetic
effects and recognize local character;

. Building facades must include a repeating pattern that shall include no
less than three of the elements listed below. At least one of these
elements shall repeat horizontally;
All elements shall repeat at intervals of no more than thirty (30) feet, either
horizontally or vertically:
o colour change;
o texture change;

o material module change
o expression of architectural or structural bay through a change in
plane no less than 12 inches in width, such as an offset, reveal or

projecting rib.
Roofs
Variations in rooflines should be used to add interest to and reduce the
massive scale of large buildings. Roof features should complement the

character of adjoining neighbourhoods;
Roofs shall have no less than two of the following features:
a) parapets concealing flat roofs and rooftop equipment such as HVAC
units from public view, The average height of such parapets shall not
exceed 15% of the height of the supporting wall and such parapets
shall not at any point exceed one-third of the height of the supporting
wall. Such parapets shall feature three dimensional cornice
treatment;
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b) overhanging eaves, extending no less than three feet past the
supporting walls;
Pin Meadows C) Sloping rOOfS that do not exceed the average height of the supporting
walls, with an average slope greater than or equal to one foot of
vertical rise for every one foot of horizontal run, and less than or equal
2u»K(o .'O.'K to one foot of vertical rise for every one foot of horizontal run;

d) three or more roof slope planes
Materials and Colours
. Predominant exterior building materials shall be high quality. These
include, without limitation: brick, wood, sandstone, other native stone
tinted and textured, concrete masonry units;
. Facade colours shall be low reflectance, subtle, neutral, or earth tone
colours. The use of high intensity colours, metallic colours, black or

florescent colours are prohibited;
. Building trim and accent areas may feature brighter colours, including

primary colours, but neon tubing shall not be an acceptable feature for
building trim or accent areas;
. Exterior building materials should not include the following: smooth-faced
concrete block, tilt-up concrete panels, pre-fabricated steel panels,

Entryways
. Entryway design elements and variations should give orientation and
aesthetically pleasing character to the building. The standards identify
desirable entryway design features;
• Each principle building on a site shall have clearly defined, highly
visible customer entrances featuring no less than three of the following:
o canopies or porticos;
o overhangs;
o recesses/projections;
o arcades;
o raised cornice parapets over the door;

o peaked roof forms;
o arches;

o outdoor patios
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o display windows;
o architectural details such as tile work and moldings which are
pitc Meadows integrated into the building structure and design;

o integral planters or wing walls that incorporate landscaped areas
i)(W: in "-fPR and/or Places for sittin9'

Back and Side Fagades
All facades of a building which are visible from adjoining properties and/or
public streets should contribute to the pleasing scale features of the building
and encourage community integration by featuring characteristics similar to
the front facade.

SECTION 2
Site Design and Relationship to the Surrounding Community
Entrances

All sides of a principal building that directly face an abutting public traffic
thoroughfare shall feature at least one customer entrance. Where a principal

building directly faces more than two abutting public thoroughfares, this
requirement shall apply only to two sides of the building, including the side of
the building facing the primary thoroughfare, and another side of the building
facing a second thoroughfare.

Parking Lot Orientation
Parking areas should provide safe, convenient, and efficient access. They

should be distributed around large buildings in order to shorten the distance to
other buildings and public sidewalks and to reduce the overall scale of the
paved surface.

Outdoor Storage, Trash Collection and Loading Areas
. Areas for outdoor storage, truck parking, trash collection or compaction,

loading, or other such uses shall not be visible from abutting residential
areas or traffic thoroughfares;
. No areas for outdoor storage, trash collection or compaction, loading or

other such uses shall be located within twenty (20) feet of any public
thoroughfares, public sidewalk, or internal pedestrian way;
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. Loading docks, truck parking, outdoor storage, utility meters, HVAC
equipment, trash collection, trash compaction, and other service functions

shall be incorporated into the overall design of the building and the
p!l! !1 _LS landscaping so that the visual and acoustic impacts of these functions are
fully contained and out of view from adjacent properties and public
,'fi^); i^ ''(i.:1;.! thoroughfares, and no attention is attracted to the functions by the use of

screening materials that are different from or inferior to the principal
materials of the building and landscape;
. Non-enclosed areas for the storage and sale of seasonal inventory shall
be permanently defined and screened with walls and/or fences,

Pedestrian Flows
. Continuous internal pedestrian walkways, no less than eight feet in width,
shall be provided from the public sidewalk or right-of-way to the principal
customer entrance of all principal buildings on the site;
. Internal pedestrian walkways shall provide weather protection features
such as awnings or arcades within thirty (30) feet of all customer
entrances;

. All internal pedestrian walkways shall be distinguished from driving
surfaces through the use of durable, low maintenance surface materials,
bricks, or scored concrete to enhance pedestrian safety and comfort, as
well as the attractiveness of the walkways,
Central Features and Community Spaces

. Buildings should offer attractive and inviting pedestrian scale features,
spaces and amenities. Entrances and parking lots should be configured

to be functional and inviting with walkways conveniently tied to logical
destinations, Bus stops and drop-off/pick-up points should be considered
as integral parts of the configuration;
. Pedestrian ways should be anchored by special design features such as
towers, arcades, porticos, pedestrian light standards, planter walls, and

other architectural elements that define circulation ways and outdoor
spaces, examples include outdoor spaces and plazas, patios, courtyards

and window shopping areas;
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA EXEMPTIONS
piu Meadows A development permit shall not be required for:

. Construction undertaken within the exterior walls of a principal building or
2008 to 2028

structure,

• Minor renovations to the exterior of a building that do not significantly
impact the overall appearance of the exterior elevations. This would

include repainting or refinishing of a building, roof repair, restoration or
replacement of windows and doors at the same locations and
replacement or addition of awnings. Minor renovations shall not exceed a

value of $75,000 for all uses except for gas stations for which the
renovations shall not exceed a value of $10,000, (Bylaw No, 2432,2009)

(Major renovations to the exterior of a building involve the restoration or
reconfiguration of a building's whole facade and development permit

guidelines fully apply to them);
. Construction or addition of a building or a structure with a floor area less

than 45 m2 that is not visible from any road, residential area, or public
recreation area or path;
. Construction of a temporary sales centre less that 250 m2 gross floor area

incidental to a development for which a development permit has been
granted;
. Placement of signage on a temporary sales centre incidental to

development for which a development permit has been granted;
. Construction, building improvements or site improvements associated with
approved temporary use permits;
. Replacement or alteration of existing signs and erection of new ones

provided that they are in full compliance with the Sign Bylaw or an existing
Development Permit;
. A proposed development is limited to subdivision;
• Site improvements such as addition of landscaping, walkways, bikeways,
and permeable paving.
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